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In this book, we will be taking a closer look at the Iraq War, which was fought from
2003-2011. Almost 4,500 American soldiers died during the war, and another 33,000 were
wounded. Over 110,000 Iraqis, both soldiers and civilians, would eventually die in the
fighting also. But do you know what led up to the war? In the next chapter, we will see how
the Gulf War, fought in 1991, planted the seeds of the Iraq War. Specifically, the war that
Saddam Hussein chose to deal with the international community caused serious problems and
made other nations want to invade his country. KidCaps is an imprint of BookCaps Study
Guides; with dozens of books published every month, there's sure to be something just for
you! Visit our website to find out more.
One of the New York Times' 100 Notable Books of 2015 One of Financial Times' Books of
the Year, 2015 A New York Times Editors' Choice A New Statesman [UK] Essential Book of
the Year 2015 A Times [UK] Book of the Year 2015 Shortlisted for the 2015 Samuel
Johnson Prize for Nonfiction Shortlisted for the 2016 Orwell Prize When Emma Sky
volunteered to help rebuild Iraq after the overthrow of Saddam Hussein in 2003, she had
little idea what she was getting in to. Her assignment was only supposed to last three months.
She went on to serve there longer than any other senior military or diplomatic figure, giving
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her an unrivaled perspective of the entire conflict. As the representative of the Coalition
Provisional Authority in Kirkuk in 2003 and then the political advisor to US General
Odierno from 2007-2010, Sky was valued for her knowledge of the region and her
outspoken voice. She became a tireless witness to American efforts to transform a country
traumatized by decades of war, sanctions, and brutal dictatorship; to insurgencies and civil
war; to the planning and implementation of the surge and the subsequent drawdown of US
troops; to the corrupt political elites who used sectarianism to mobilize support; and to the
takeover of a third of the country by the Islamic State. With sharp detail and tremendous
empathy, Sky provides unique insights into the US military as well as the complexities,
diversity, and evolution of Iraqi society. The Unraveling is an intimate insider's portrait of
how and why the Iraq adventure failed and contains a unique analysis of the course of the
war. Highlighting how nothing that happened in Iraq after 2003 was inevitable, Sky exposes
the failures of the policies of both Republicans and Democrats, and the lessons that must be
learned about the limitations of power.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER. War is hell...but sometimes it's also funny as hell.
Combat and Other Shenanigans is Lieutenant Piers Platt's firsthand account of his year as a
cavalry platoon leader in Iraq. Wry, action-packed, and poignant, Combat and Other
Shenanigans is the absurd-but-true story of the antics the world's finest soldiers get up to
when no one high-ranking is watching.
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"BAGHDAD WAS BURNING." With these words, Ambassador L. Paul "Jerry" Bremer
begins his gripping memoir of fourteen danger-filled months as America's proconsul in Iraq.
My Year in Iraq is the only senior insider's perspective on the crucial period following the
collapse of Saddam Hussein's regime. In vivid, dramatic detail, Bremer reveals the
previously hidden struggles among Iraqi politicians and America's leaders, taking us from
the ancient lanes in the holy city of Najaf to the White House Situation Room and the
Pentagon E-Ring. His memoir carries the reader behind closed doors in Baghdad during
hammer-and-tongs negotiations with emerging Iraqi leaders as they struggle to forge the
democratic institutions vital to Iraq's future of hope. He describes his private meetings with
President Bush and his admiration for the president's firm wartime leadership. And we
witness heated sessions among members of America's National Security Council -- George
Bush, Dick Cheney, Colin Powell, Donald Rumsfeld, and Condoleezza Rice -- as Bremer
labors to realize the vision he and President Bush share of a free and democratic New Iraq.
He admires the selfless and courageous work of thousands of American servicemen and
-women and civilians in Iraq. The flames Bremer describes on arriving in Baghdad were
from fires started by looters. One of his first acts was to request an additional 4,000 Military
Police to help restore order in the streets. For most of the next year, as the insurgency spread,
Bremer resisted efforts by generals and senior Defense Department civilians to reduce
American troop strength prematurely, replacing our forces with ill-trained, poorly led Iraqi
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police and soldiers. And he lays to rest the myth that the Coalition disbanded Saddam's army,
a force comprised of Shiite draftees who had deserted and refused to serve under their
former Sunni officers. Bremer also describes his frustration with intelligence operations that
concentrated on the search for weapons of mass destruction while the insurgency gathered
strength. Bremer faced daunting problems working with Iraq's traumatized and divided
population to find a path to a responsible and representative government. The Shia Arabs,
the country's long-repressed majority, deeply distrusted the Sunni Arab minority who had
held power for centuries and had controlled the detested Baath Party. Iraq's non-Arab Kurds
teetered on the brink of secession when Bremer arrived. He had to find Sunnis willing to
participate in the new political order. Some in the U.S. government pushed for what Bremer
would come to call a cut-and-run policy that would have quickly delivered governance of
Iraq to a handful of unrepresentative anti-Saddam exiles. Bremer vigorously resisted this illconceived course. He takes the reader inside marathon negotiations as he and his team
shepherded Iraq's new leaders to write an interim constitution with guarantees for individual
and minority rights unprecedented in the region. My Year in Iraq is required reading for all
those interested in the real story of how America responded to its gravest recent overseas
crisis.
My Journey with General David Petraeus and the Remaking of the Iraq War
My Iraq War Logs
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Goodbye Iran
Daddy's in Iraq But I Want Him Back!
Saving the Books of Iraq
The Iraq War
A Practical Plan for Withdrawal Now
Examines the role of minorities and identity in twentieth-century
Iraqi political and cultural history through the relationship between
the state and the Assyrians.
From 1980 to 1988 Iran and Iraq fought the longest conventional war of
the century. It included tragic slaughter of child soldiers, use of
chemical weapons, striking of civilian shipping, and destruction of
cities. Pierre Razoux offers an unflinching look at a conflict seared
into the region’s collective memory but little understood in the West.
An on-the-ground commander describes his brigade's first year in Iraq
after the U.S. forces seized Baghdad in the spring of 2003, and
explains what went right and wrong as the U.S. military confronted an
insurgency, in a firsthand analysis of success and failure in Iraq.
What would you do if you were sent from all that comforts you into the
unknowns of a raging battlefield? In his new book, "A Doctor Looks at
War," author Michael C. Hodges, M.D., chronicles his experience in an
army combat support hospital during the initial year of Operation
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Iraqi Freedom. He describes in colorful detail the healthcare
treatment of wounded soldiers as well as the Iraqi prisoners and
civilians. Written in the form of a journal, his raw emotions are on
display-ranging from fear to anger, joy to frustration, and finally,
acceptance. In a progressive fashion he is stretched to the limits of
endurance and faces physical and emotional hardships when forced to
venture outside the limits of his training as a cardiologist.
Throughout, he grows in faith, compassion and skill as a physician and
learns to fully rely on God.
Winning the War, Losing the Peace
War Journal
The Prince of the Marshes
Iraq in Transition
How Corruption, Incompetence and Sectarianism Have Undermined
Democracy
A Story of Love, Family, and Survival in the New Iraq
The Legacy of Dictatorship and the Prospects for Democracy
An Arab-American journalist looks at the Iraq War from the perspective of ordinary Iraqi citizens
confronted by the dislocations, hardships, tragedies, and harsh realities of the conflict.
Combines military operational insight with rigorous analysis
From the former New York Times bureau chief in Baghdad comes the gripping and heroic story of an
elite, top-secret team of unlikely spies who triumphed over ISIS. The Spymaster of Baghdad tells the
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dramatic yet intimate account of how a covert Iraqi intelligence unit called “the Falcons” came together
against all odds to defeat ISIS. The Falcons, comprising ordinary men with little conventional espionage
background, infiltrated the world’s most powerful terrorist organization, ultimately turning the tide of
war against the terrorist group and bringing safety to millions of Iraqis and the broader world. Centered
around the relationship between two brothers, Harith al-Sudani, a rudderless college dropout who was
recruited to the Falcons by his all-star younger brother Munaf, and their eponymous unit commander
Abu Ali, The Spymaster of Baghdad follows their emotional journey as Harith volunteers for the most
dangerous mission imaginable. With piercing lyricism and thrilling prose, Coker’s deeply-reported
account interweaves heartfelt portraits of these and other unforgettable characters as they navigate the
streets of war-torn Baghdad and perform heroic feats of cunning and courage. The Falcons’ path crosses
with that of Abrar, a young, radicalized university student who, after being snubbed by the head of the
Islamic State’s chemical weapons program, plots her own attack. At the near-final moment, the Falcons
intercept Abrar’s deadly plan to poison Baghdad’s drinking water and arrest her in the middle of the
night—just one of many covert counterterrorism operations revealed for the first time in the book.
Ultimately, The Spymaster of Baghdad is a page-turning account of wartime espionage in which
ordinary people make extraordinary sacrifices for the greater good. Challenging our perceptions of
terrorism and counterterrorism, war and peace, Iraq and the wider Middle East, American occupation
and foreign intervention, The Spymaster of Baghdad is a testament to the power of personal choice and
individual action to change the course of history—in a time when we need such stories more than ever.
Alia takes matters into her own hands when government officials refuse to listen to her concerns about
the books in the Baòsrah Central Library.
Kiling Time in Iraq
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U.S. Marines in Iraq, 2003
Under the Gun
Negotiating Political and Cultural Space
Assyrians in Modern Iraq
Basrah, Baghdad and Beyond
A Vietnam Veteran’S Tour in Iraq

Former senator George McGovern and William R. Polk, a leading
authority on the Middle East, offer a detailed plan for a speedy troop
withdrawal from Iraq. During the phased withdrawal, to begin on
December 31, 2006, and to be completed by June 30, 2007, they
recommend that the Iraq government engage the temporary services
of an international stabilization force to police the country. Other
elements in the withdrawal plan include an independent accounting of
American expenditures of Iraqi funds, reparations to Iraqi civilians for
lives lost and property destroyed, immediate release of all prisoners of
war, the closing of American detention centers, and offering to void all
contracts for petroleum exploration, development, and marketing
made during the American occupation.
More than a decade after leaving the Army, retired signal corps
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captain Matt Jerome answers the call to enlist his critical skills in the
surge of forces in Iraq in 2009. Overcoming the obstacles of age,
weight, training, and physical and medical fitness to be deployed to a
major headquarters in Baghdad, the captain becomes immersed in
compiling reviews, analyses and documentation of horrific scenes of
war into full-color, classified presentations. A fictionalized memoir,
PowerPoint Ranger is a story of determination, perseverance, and
sacrifice, plunging you into an emotional behind-the-scenes look at
being recalled to active duty to work in a highly stressful combat zone
assignment. If you've ever been deployed and wondered what staff
really accomplish at headquarters, or you just want a taste of the Joint
Operations Center gristmill, this book is for you.
This particular book is about Marines during the first stage of
Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF). It spans the period from 11 September
2001 to March and April 2003, when the Coalition removed Saddam
Hussein from power, and concludes in November 2003 when the
Marines left Kuwait to return to their home bases in the United States.
While many then believed that the "kinetic" phase of the fighting in
Iraq was largely over, as we now know, it was only a prelude to a
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longer but just as deadly phase of operations where Marines would be
redeployed to Iraq in 2004 to combat insurgents (both foreign and
domestic) who had filtered back into the country. However, this phase
of the fighting would be very different from the one the Marines and
U.S. Army had fought in the spring of 2003 in the march up to take
Baghdad. The primary focus of the book is I Marine Expeditionary
Force (I MEF)-the run-up to the war in 2002 and early 2003, especially
the development of "the plan," with its many changes, the exhaustive
rehearsals, and other preparations, and then the conduct of decisive
combat operations and the immediate postwar period, mostly under
the control of the U.S. Central Command's Coalition Forces Land
Component Command. The book also touches upon other Marine
activities in the Military Coordination and Liaison Command in
northern Iraq and with the British in the south. Nonetheless, the
primary focus remains on I Marine Expeditionary Force and the
interactions of its constituent elements. Other forthcoming History
Division publications will soon offer detailed narratives on Marines in
Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) in Afghanistan and II MEF
operations inside Iraq.
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Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize • One of the Washington Post Book
World's 10 Best Books of the Year • Time's 10 Best Books of the Year •
USA Today's Nonfiction Book of the Year • A New York Times Notable
Book "Staggeringly vivid and persuasive . . . absolutely essential
reading." —Michiko Kakutani, The New York Times "The best account
yet of the entire war." —Vanity Fair The definitive account of the
American military's tragic experience in Iraq Fiasco is a masterful
reckoning with the planning and execution of the American military
invasion and occupation of Iraq through mid-2006, now with a
postscript on recent developments. Ricks draws on the exclusive
cooperation of an extraordinary number of American personnel,
including more than one hundred senior officers, and access to more
than 30,000 pages of official documents, many of them never before
made public. Tragically, it is an undeniable account—explosive,
shocking, and authoritative—of unsurpassed tactical success combined
with unsurpassed strategic failure that indicts some of America's most
powerful and honored civilian and military leaders.
The Occupation of Iraq
The Struggle to Build a Future of Hope
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The Spymaster of Baghdad
America's Century of Regime Change from Hawaii to Iraq
My Five Years in Iraq
A True Story of Bravery, Family, and Patriotism in the Battle against
ISIS
Fiasco
Involved for over thirty years in the politics of Iraq, Ali A. Allawi was a longtime opposition leader against the Baathist regime. In the post-Saddam
years he has held important government positions and participated in
crucial national decisions and events. In this book, the former Minister of
Defense and Finance draws on his unique personal experience, extensive
relationships with members of the main political groups and parties in Iraq,
and deep understanding of the history and society of his country to answer
the baffling questions that persist about its current crises. What really led
the United States to invade Iraq, and why have events failed to unfold as
planned? The Occupation of Iraq examines what the United States did and
didn't know at the time of the invasion, the reasons for the confused and
contradictory policies that were enacted, and the emergence of the Iraqi
political class during the difficult transition process. The book tracks the
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growth of the insurgency and illuminates the complex relationships among
Sunnis, Shias, and Kurds. Bringing the discussion forward to the
reconfiguration of political forces in 2006, Allawi provides in these pages
the clearest view to date of the modern history of Iraq and the invasion that
changed its course in unpredicted ways.
“Essential . . . one for the ages . . . a must read for all who care about
presidential power.” —The Washington Post “Authoritative . . . The most
comprehensive account yet of that smoldering wreck of foreign policy, one
that haunts us today.” —LA Times One of BookPage's Best Books of 2020
To Start a War paints a vivid and indelible picture of a decision-making
process that was fatally compromised by a combination of post-9/11 fear
and paranoia, rank naïveté, craven groupthink, and a set of actors with
idées fixes who gamed the process relentlessly. Everything was believed;
nothing was true. Robert Draper’s fair-mindedness and deep
understanding of the principal actors suffuse his account, as does a
storytelling genius that is close to sorcery. There are no cheap shots here,
which makes the ultimate conclusion all the more damning. In the spirit of
Barbara W. Tuchman’s The Guns of August and Marc Bloch’s Strange
Defeat, To Start A War will stand as the definitive account of a collective
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scurrying for evidence that would prove to be not just dubious but entirely
false—evidence that was then used to justify a verdict that led to hundreds
of thousands of deaths and a flood tide of chaos in the Middle East that
shows no signs of ebbing.
A wife of a soldier stationed in Iraq describes the heartache she
experienced when saying goodbye to him and her endeavor to put on a
brave face at home while worrying about her husband and raising their
children alone.
“The definitive account . . . A fascinating combination of grand strategy
and personal vignettes” (Max Boot, The Wall Street Journal). Finalist for the
2013 Guggenheim-Lehrman Prize in Military History Surge is an insider’s
view of the most decisive phase of the Iraq War. After exploring the
dynamics of the war during its first three years, the book takes the reader
on a journey to Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, where the controversial new US
Army and Marine Corps counterinsurgency doctrine was developed; to
Washington, DC, and the halls of the Pentagon, where the joint chiefs of
staff struggled to understand the conflict; to the streets of Baghdad, where
soldiers worked to implement the surge and reenergize the flagging war
effort before the Iraqi state splintered; and to the halls of Congress, where
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Amb. Ryan Crocker and Gen. David Petraeus testified in some of the most
contentious hearings in recent history. Using newly declassified
documents, unpublished manuscripts, interviews, author notes, and
published sources, Surge explains how President George W. Bush, Prime
Minister Nouri al-Maliki, Ambassador Crocker, General Petraeus, and other
US and Iraqi political and military leaders shaped the surge from the center
of the maelstrom in Baghdad and Washington. “This is one of the best
books to emerge from the Iraq War. I expect it will be remembered as one of
the most insightful accounts from an insider of the key ‘surge’ phase of
that conflict. The chapter on the Sunni Awakening especially stands out as
a terrific overview of that critical development.” —Thomas E. Ricks, author
of Fiasco
To Start a War
And Other Occupational Hazards of a Year in Iraq
The Unraveling
182 Days in Iraq
Overthrow
Sisters in War
Under the Gun in Iraq
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An American pro-consul assigned by George W. Bush to direct the
reconstruction of Iraq presents a firsthand account of the year he spent
there, from his initial shock at the region's underreported devastation
and his efforts to write a constitution to protect civil rights to his
struggles to provide basic supplies while countering the forces of the
Kurds, Shia, and Sunnis. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
An adventurous diplomat’s “engrossing and often darkly humorous”
memoir of working with Iraqis after the fall of Saddam Hussein(Publishers
Weekly). In August 2003, at the age of thirty, Rory Stewart took a taxi
from Jordan to Baghdad. A Farsi-speaking British diplomat who had
recently completed an epic walk from Turkey to Bangladesh, he was soon
appointed deputy governor of Amarah and then Nasiriyah, provinces in
the remote, impoverished marsh regions of southern Iraq. He spent the
next eleven months negotiating hostage releases, holding elections, and
splicing together some semblance of an infrastructure for a population of
millions teetering on the brink of civil war. The Prince of the Marshes tells
the story of Stewart’s year. As a participant he takes us inside the
occupation and beyond the Green Zone, introducing us to a colorful cast
of Iraqis and revealing the complexity and fragility of a society we
struggle to understand. By turns funny and harrowing, moving and
incisive, it amounts to a unique portrait of heroism and the tragedy that
intervention inevitably courts in the modern age.
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On August 2, 1990, Saddam Hussein launched an invasion of Kuwait that
ransacked the country, killed scores of innocent people, and destroyed
the country's petroleum infrastructure. Eventually bringing together an
allied coalition to turn back Saddam's forces and free Kuwait. But how
many people actually know the events occurring in Iraq in the year
preceding the invasion from inside the ruling party? I worked as a civilian
contractor for close to a year directly for the Revolutionary Command Co
A political scientist's firsthand report on Iraq and his work with his Iraqi
staff to promote democracy and fight corruption, from the days of the
Coalition Provisional Authority to the present, and his recommendations
for American policy-makers based on the lessons learned.
Night Draws Near
An Insider's View of Iraq's Reconstruction
Alia's Mission
The Day After He Left for Iraq
Out of Iraq
The Struggle for Iraq
Losing the Golden Hour

An unbarred account of life in post-occupation Iraq and an assessment of the
nation's prospects for the future
A sobering read from another lost front. - Kirkus ReviewsWhat happens when you
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drop an experienced American cop in the middle of a war zone - with very little
preparation or support - to train Iraqi police? Under the Gun in Iraq tells you in
high fidelity detail about this vital aspect of U.S. efforts to build a nation.-BRYAN
VILA, Ph.D., Professor at Washington State University, former Marine, Los
Angeles police officer and cross-cultural police trainerOne moment, I was standing
there with my buddies unloading a truck. The next moment, my ears picked up the
distinct 'pssst' sound homing in on us.... Hit the ground! someone yelled. Right
behind the first mortar was a second, then a third, then a fourth. They each
slammed into the earth with an enormous impact. The ground shook. The eightstory building above us shuddered, and we all covered our heads when the windows
blew out. As I lay there with glass and debris raining down on me, all I could think
was, 'Holy shit, what did I get myself into?'President Bush is fond of saying, When
Iraq can stand up, America can stand down. A large part of standing up is having a
well-trained police force in place to maintain peace and order.Why is it taking so
long to put a solid police force together? How prepared are the Iraqis to carry out
their duties? What pitfalls are Americans facing as they try to get Iraqi police up to
speed?In this book Robert Cole-a retired California police officer hired by
DynCorp as an international police trainer-presents a vivid account of the
challenges of training the Iraqis to handle their own security. In blunt, everyday
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language, Cole gives the reader an unusually candid and often hair-raising glimpse
into reality at the street level as he and his colleagues navigate the dangerous sectors
of Baghdad, Tikrit, and Kirkuk, dodging explosions and bullets aimed at them by
young, Iraqi, wannabe heroes.Cole describes situations not shown in the media that
fly in the face of the party line from Washington: men in their sixties being hired as
policemen, Iraqi detectives who extract information from people by ramming
toothpicks under their fingernails, officers suggesting that the best way to subdue
potential suspects who flee is by shooting them in the back, police hunkered down in
their barracks who refuse to patrol neighborhoods for fear of violence, an enemy
that easily blends into a population armed to the teeth with loaded AK-47s, and the
routine frustrations of cultural and language barriers to communication.In sharp
contrast to the usual bromides about staying the course, Under the Gun in Iraq
paints a brutally realistic picture of the bleak, perilous road ahead. This is essential
reading for all Americans seeking an honest understanding of the dire situation in
Iraq.Robert Cole was a police officer for over 25 years. He retired from the force in
East Palo Alto, California, where he was one of the commanders that helped bring
the city back from its status as the murder capital of the United States. Cole
recently finished almost two years in the United Nations Peacekeeping Mission in
Haiti. He served a one-year tour of duty working for DynCorp as an international
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police trainer in Iraq and will be redeployed for another in 2008.Jan Hogan (Las
Vegas, NV) is an award-winning staff writer for Stephens Media who writes for
View newspapers and has published numerous articles in AAA's Motorland (now
Via), Law & Order, and other publications. She is currently writing her next book
on dyslexia.
"I am not moving to Iraq to teach." How does a liberal American girl in red suede
boots end up teaching English to conservative Muslim Iraqis in headscarves?
Gretchen Berg has met the recession: she has eaten cereal for dinner, given up the
gym membership, and come face to face with looming unemployment. To cope, she
decided to uproot her life and move to the Middle East. She expected to make some
good money, pay off some bad debt, and take some photos of camels. She did not
expect to feel at home. She did not expect to fall for a student. She did not expect
Diet Coke withdrawal. Irreverent, hilarious, and completely relevant, I Have Iraq in
My Shoe takes a single, broke, fashion-conscious American female who prefers
Project Runaway to CNN and tosses her into Iraq in exchange for cash and vacation
time. Watch the desert sand fly!
True story of three-year-old Jack and his Daddy's deployment to the War in Iraq.
Written for small children to view a beginning, middle and end to these
deployments.
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My Year Training the Iraqi Police
Between Iraq and a Hard Place
Infantryman, Medic, Tattoo Artist: My Year in Iraq
The Struggle for Iraq's Future
The Iran-Iraq War
Tales of the Absurd from a Deployment to Iraq
Iraq's People in the Shadow of America's War
This edited volume presents the foremost scholarly thinking on why the US invaded Iraq in 2003, a
pivotal event in both modern US foreign policy and international politics. In the years since the US
invasion of Iraq it has become clear that the threat of weapons of mass destruction was not as urgent as
the Bush administration presented it and that Saddam Hussein was not involved with either Al Qaeda or
9/11. Many consider the war a mistake and question why Iraq was invaded. A majority of Americans
now believe that the public were deliberately misled by the Bush administration in order to bolster
support for the war. Public doubt has been strengthened by the growing number of critical scholarly
analyses and in-depth journalistic investigations about the invasion that suggest the administration was
not candid about its reasons for wanting to take action against Iraq. This volume begins with a survey of
private scholarly views about the war’s origins, then assesses the current state of debate by organising
the best recent thinking by foreign policy and international relations experts on why the US invaded
Iraq. The book covers a broad range of approaches to explaining Iraq – the role of the uncertainty of
intelligence, cognitive biases, ideas, Israel, and oil, highlighting areas of both agreement and
disagreement. This book will be of much interest to students of the Iraq War, US foreign and security
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policy, strategic studies, Middle Eastern politics and IR/Security Studies in general.
Presents a journalist's account of the Iraq war on the front lines, including the hiding place of Saddam
Hussein, the political process of ayatollahs within Shiite seminaries, and life within al-Qaeda safe
houses.
An underemployed, skateboarding party animal, Colby Buzzell traded a dead-end future for the
army—and ended up as a machine gunner in Iraq. To make sense of the absurd and frightening events
surrounding him, he started writing a blog about the war—and how it differed from the government’s
official version. But as his blog’s popularity grew, Buzzell became the embedded reporter the Army
couldn’t control—despite its often hilarious efforts to do so. The result is an extraordinary narrative, rich
with unforgettable scenes: the Iraqi woman crying uncontrollably during a raid on her home; the soldier
too afraid to fight; the troops chain-smoking in a guard tower and counting tracer rounds; the first, fierce
firefight against the “men in black.” Drawing comparisons to everything from Charles Bukowski to
Catch-22, My War depicts a generation caught in a complicated and dangerous world—and marks the
debut of a raw, remarkable new voice.
Offers a narrative history of the role of the U.S. in a series of coups, revolutions, and invasions that
toppled fourteen foreign governments, from the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy in 1893 to the
2003 war in Iraq, and examines the sometimes disastrous long-term repercussions of such operations.
Reprint.
A Brigade Commander's War in Iraq
A View from the Ground Up
A Doctor Looks at War
When the Apricots Bloom
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Baghdad at Sunrise
High Hopes and Missed Opportunities in Iraq
The American Military Adventure in Iraq, 2003 to 2005
Caught up in a terrifying war, facing choices of life and death, two Iraqi sisters take us into the
hidden world of women’s lives under U.S. occupation. Through their powerful story of love and
betrayal, interwoven with the stories of a Palestinian American women’s rights activist and a
U.S. soldier, journalist Christina Asquith explores one of the great untold sagas of the Iraq war:
the attempt to bring women’s rights to Iraq, and the consequences for all those involved. On
the heels of the invasion, twenty-two-year-old Zia accepts a job inside the U.S. headquarters in
Baghdad, trusting that democracy will shield her burgeoning romance with an American
contractor from the disapproval of her fellow Iraqis. But as resistance to the U.S. occupation
intensifies, Zia and her sister, Nunu, a university student, are targeted by Islamic insurgents
and find themselves trapped between their hopes for a new country and the violent reality of a
misguided war. Asquith sets their struggle against the broader U.S. efforts to bring women’s
rights to Iraq, weaving the sisters’ story with those of Manal, a Palestinian American women’s
rights activist, and Heather, a U.S. army reservist, who work together to found Iraq’s first
women’s center. After one of their female colleagues is gunned down on a highway, Manal and
Heather must decide whether they can keep fighting for Iraqi women if it means risking their
own lives. In Sisters in War, Christina Asquith introduces the reader to four women who dare to
stand up for their rights in the most desperate circumstances. With compassion and grace, she
vividly reveals the plight of women living and serving in Iraq and offers us a vision of how
women’s rights and Islam might be reconciled.
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In emergency medicine, "the golden hour" is the first hour after injury during which treatment
greatly increases survivability. In post-conflict transition terminology, it is the first year after
hostilities end. Without steadily improving conditions then, popular support declines and
chances for economic, political, and social transformation begin to evaporate. James
Stephenson believes we have lost Iraq's golden hour. A veteran of postconflict reconstruction
on three continents, he ran the Iraq mission of the Agency for International Development in
2004-05 with more than a thousand employees and expatriate contractors. The Coalition
Provisional Authority, which oversaw the largest reconstruction and nation-building exercise
ever, was a dysfunctional organization the Department of Defense cobbled together with
temporary employees and a few experienced professionals from the State Department and
other agencies. Iraqis soon became disillusioned, and the insurgency grew. Losing the Golden
Hour tells of hubris, incompetence, courage, fear, and duty. It is about foreign assistance
professionals trying to overcome the mistakes of an ill-conceived occupation and help Iraqis
create a nation after decades of despair. Neither criticizing nor defending U.S. foreign policy,
Stephenson offers an informed assessment of Iraq's future. Selected for the Diplomats and
Diplomacy Book Series of the Association for Diplomatic Studies and Training and Diplomatic
and Consular Officers, Retired.
Throughout the reading of this book you will find significant answers to questions that concern
many human beings, such as: Who are we and where are we headed? Why are there many
unsuspected disasters and calamities? Why are men getting anguished and distressed when
faced with what is happening on Earth? Can freedom of conscience and the right of minorities
be infrienged? The approaching of a new state of order in our planet and the emergence of a
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new life has been announced to us for centuries now. You are invited to go over the pages of
this book so that you can understand the extraordinary and inconceivable events that are
presented here. This book offer you faith and hope in the announced end.
Charles M. Grist is one of the few Vietnam veterans to have served as an enlisted soldier in
the Iraq war. In 2004, he volunteered to be the sergeant-in-charge of the Protective Service
Detail for an Army Reserve general in Baghdad. Grist and his unit, the C.O.B.R.A. Team, were
based inside Baghdads Green Zone, but their travels with the general led them along the
deadly roads of Baghdad, to the throne of Nebuchadnezzar in Babylon, and through the
picturesque hills of Kurdistan. It was a fast-paced life of high adventure, filled with convoys,
mortar or rocket attacks, and the constant threats of ambushes or improvised explosive
devices. As a Vietnam veteran, Grist knew that Operation Iraqi Freedom would be his last war.
He used his daily journal to record his team's wartime experiences, to document the events
that shaped Iraq in 2004, and to preserve the heroic deeds of some of the Army Reserve and
National Guard warrior-citizens with whom he served. That journal became the basis for this
book.
I Have Iraq in My Shoe
PowerPoint Ranger
With The 1st Marine Division In Iraq, 2003
A Story of Love, Family, and Reunion
Why Did the United States Invade Iraq?
My Year in Iraq
My Last War
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Phil Kiver's real life, moment-to-moment journal of his assignment as an Army journalist
in Iraq is honest, irreverent?gripping and emotional one moment?a howl the next. Kiver,
pictured above, in Iraq, with one of his heroes, Oliver North, doesn?t dress for
company. His journals are raw reaction, impression, and introspection. This, folks, is
what it feels like to be Phil Kiver in this war in Iraq?missing his wife, lounging at one of
Sadam's pools, angry with the brass, witnessing the deaths of children and comrades,
nighttime explosions too close for comfort, pasta with the Italians, toasting the fallen
with the Ukrainians. It's a delirium of experience with this journalist sorting through the
rubble and smoke in search of the story that will one day be history.
“Breathtaking…Riveting and profound! I adored this book!” —Ellen Marie Wiseman,
New York Times bestselling author of The Orphan Collector “A deeply involving and
important novel by a master storyteller.” —Susan Wiggs, # 1 New York Times
bestselling author INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER In this moving, suspenseful debut
novel, three courageous women confront the complexities of trust, friendship,
motherhood, and betrayal under the rule of a ruthless dictator and his brutal secret
police. Former foreign correspondent Gina Wilkinson draws on her own experiences to
take readers inside a haunting story of Iraq at the turn of the millennium and the
impossible choices faced by families under a deadly regime. A BuzzFeed Most
Anticipated Historical Fiction Release A Target Book Club Pick A Publishers
Marketplace Buzz Books Selection At night, in Huda’s fragrant garden, a breeze sweeps
in from the desert encircling Baghdad, rustling the leaves of her apricot trees and
carrying warning of visitors at her gate. Huda, a secretary at the Australian embassy,
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lives in fear of the mukhabarat—the secret police who watch and listen for any scrap of
information that can be used against America and its allies. They have ordered her to
befriend Ally Wilson, the deputy ambassador’s wife. Huda has no wish to be an
informant, but fears for her teenaged son, who may be forced to join a deadly militia.
Nor does she know that Ally has dangerous secrets of her own. Huda’s former friend,
Rania, enjoyed a privileged upbringing as the daughter of a sheikh. Now her family’s
wealth is gone, and Rania too is battling to keep her child safe and a roof over their
heads. As the women’s lives intersect, their hidden pasts spill into the present. Facing
possible betrayal at every turn, all three must trust in a fragile, newfound loyalty, even
as they discover how much they are willing to sacrifice to protect their families.
“Vivid…secrets and lies mingle as easily as the scent of apricot blossoms and nargilah
smoke. Wilkinson weaves in the miasma of fear and distrust that characterized
Hussein’s regime with convincing detail. Richly drawn characters and high-stakes plot.”
—Publishers Weekly
Misadventures of a Soldier of Fashion
A Novel of Riveting and Evocative Fiction
Combat and Other Shenanigans
My War
How the Bush Administration Took America into Iraq
Surge
A History Just for Kids!
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